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Abstract

Feedback suppression of resistive wall modes (RWM) is studied analytically using a

model based on a standard cylindrical approximation. Two feedback systems are compared:

'ideal', creating only the field necessary for RWM suppression, and 'conventional', like that

used in the DIH-D tokamak and considered as a candidate for ITER. The widespread opinion

that the feedback with poloidal sensors is better than that with radial sensors is discussed. It is

shown that the 'conventional' feedback with radial sensors can be effective only in a limited

range, while using the input signal from internal poloidal sensors allows easy fulfilment of the

stability criterion. This is a property of the 'conventional' feedback, but the 'ideal' feedback

would stabilise RWM in both cases.
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1. Introduction

Resistive wall modes (RWM) can limit achievable beta below acceptable level in

advanced tokamaks with low internal inductances [1-7]. Theory predicted that the danger could

be avoided by using a feedback control of RWM. Simulations show, for example, that such a

control can significantly raise the n -1 ideal MHD beta limit, up to /?A, = 5 or twice the no-

wall limit [7]. Though theory was always optimistic, it took several years of studies in DIH-D

[1-3,5] before it was reported [8] that, in experiments with active control, it became possible to

sustain a discharge at pressures approaching twice the no-wall limit.

Dramatic improvements in active control in experiments in 2001 have been explained [8]

as resulting owing largely to an extensive new set of magnetic sensors installed inside the

vacuum vessel after the 2000 campaign.

The importance of proper positioning and orientation of magnetic sensors in the problem

of the feedback control of RWM was earlier discovered numerically [6-9]. The conclusion, first

stated in [6] and confirmed in subsequent studies [7-9], was that the feedback system with

sensors measuring the poloidal field is much better than that with the radial-field sensors. With

solid proofs, including experimental confirmation [8], the conclusion cannot raise any doubt.

But some basic questions remain unanswered. For example, it follows from divB = 0 that

poloidal and radial components of the plasma-produced helical magnetic perturbation must be

(approximately) equal. Why then 'sensors measuring the poloidal field perturbations are

superior to radial sensors' [7]? Is it a general rule or a property of the considered feedback

schemes? These questions must be answered in the course of designing the RWM feedback

system for high-beta long-pulse toroidal systems, in particular, for ITER or ITER-like large

tokamaks.

One reason of superiority of the internal poloidal over radial sensors has been explained

recently [10]: The poloidal component of the perturbation inside the vessel is always larger than

the radial one. Larger signal can be detected easier, and feedback stabilisation can start earlier.

This is certainly an advantage, but cannot be the only reason of the mentioned 'Dramatic

improvements in active control capability' in recent experiments in DIII-D [8]. This can be said

because the analysis [10] did not reveal any serious disadvantage of the feedback system with

radial sensors. Precisely, the analysis demonstrated that both feedback systems, with radial or

internal poloidal sensors, must be equally good in suppressing RWM, just different gains would

be needed.
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The analysis [10] has been performed using a standard cylindrical approximation [11-13],

and magnetic perturbation has been described by a single harmonic. Such a case can be called

'ideal'. In the ideal case, the feedback system must produce the helical harmonic identical to the

unstable mode, and nothing more. This would require stellarator-like helical windings, but for

practical applications much more simple geometry is always considered: coils consisting of

frame-like rectangular segments [3-9,14-19], as shown in Figure 1 [4]. Such a choice is justified,

at least, by the fact that finally it provides the desired RWM suppression in theory and in DIII-D

experiments. However, such simple correction coils are not optimal. As shown in [6], a single

poloidal array of active coils is rather effective at stabilising the RWM, but the spectrum of the

feedback-produced field is different from that of the original RWM, see Figure 2 (Fig. 10 in [6]).

The difference appears because RWM has a helical structure while the rectangular active coils

are aligned toroidally. Figure 3 (Figures 1 and 2 in [16]) explicitly demonstrates a difference

between toroidally oriented currents in active 'window-pane' coils and helical structure of the

surface current induced in the wall during RWM growth in the DIII-D tokamak. Non-optimal

active coils generate side-band harmonics, different from the intrinsically unstable principle

harmonic, which was ranked as the principal failure mechanism fraught with danger that the

feedback might fail [17]. This failure can be illustrated by one of the simulation results for

current-driven RWM in cylindrical configuration with Wesson safety factor profile [19].

Here we compare stabilising properties of the ideal and conventional feedback systems.

For certainty, we call conventional a feedback system with correction coils similar to those used

in DIII-D [5,8,16], with up-down symmetry with respect to the equatorial plane, evenly spaced,

and with equal opposite currents in symmetrical toroidally oriented conductors, as shown

schematically in Figure 1. It is known that even in the case of DIII-D (six active coils each

covering a 60-degree toroidal arc) the feedback field can be modelled approximately by a single

harmonic in toroidal angle £ [16]. Therefore, the toroidal discreteness can be disregarded in the

analysis.
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2. General properties of a conventional feedback

The definition 'conventional' reflects the fact that such a system is used in DIII-D and

considered as a candidate for ITER. The definition can be applied also to the feedback with

thirty control coils providing larger poloidal but incomplete toroidal coverage in HBT-EP

tokamak [15] and to almost all feedback systems considered theoretically. These include

modifications of the existing DIII-D system with different coverage and the number of coil

segments [9,16,18], a system consisting of a large number of evenly spaced rectangular saddle

coils with toroidally symmetric distribution [14,17], a system schematically shown in Figure 1

with number of saddle coils sufficient for modelling the feedback current as a single n -1

harmonic [4,6,7,16].

In the latter case, generally similar to DIII-D feedback system, the feedback coils are

modelled as a pair of wires carrying the oppositely directed toroidally modulated currents Jf

[20]:

rf

Here 6 and £ are the poloidal and toroidal angles, respectively, so that r, 9 and z = /?£ are

the usual cylindrical coordinates (2nR is the total length of the system).

A conventional feedback system can be described by several symmetric pairs of coils

similar to (1) with a general property

j{{9)=-j{{-d). (2)

In this case,

where yJ \s the flux function related to the magnetic field bJ produced by the active coils by

by = Vi//^ xe_, (4)

ez is the unit vector in z direction.

It follows from (3), (4) that

e), (5)

-9). (6)

These general properties of a conventional feedback system describe a symmetry of b '

different from the helical symmetry of the unstable RWM.
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3. Theoretical model

We use a model described in detail in Ref. [13]. The model is based on a standard

cylindrical approximation [11,12]. In [12,13], a single harmonic of perturbation of the magnetic

field has been considered. Here we assume that the radial component br of the perturbed

magnetic field is a combination of several harmonics:

Here y is the growth rate, t is the time, r, 6 and z = RC, are the same cylindrical coordinates

as defined in (1).

In vacuum gaps outside the plasma, the perturbation br can be described as consisting of

two parts, due to inner and outer sources. Accordingly,

bk=K+Kut- (8)

The contributions from inner and outer regions to br have different radial behaviour,

b? = B'fx^, (9)

bk - a k x -

where

x = rlrw, K = \k\,

B'k and B"k
ut are the values of b'k" and b'k"", respectively, at r = rK, and rw is the radius of the

resistive wall. If there are several resistive walls, rw is the radius of the wall facing the gap

where Eqs. (9) and (10) are applied. Two-wall case with ideal feedback system has been studied

in [13]. Here a configuration with a single resistive wall is analysed.

At the resistive wall, considered as a thin shell r = rw, two conditions must be satisfied:

D*J=O, Irb[l = 1Bk. (11)

Here 11^]]= ^T-o 1S a Ju mP m m e function across the wall, the prime is the radial derivative,

7 = yvw , tw = H0Gwdwrw is the time constant of the wall, aw and dw are, respectively, its

conductivity and thickness, Bk =bk(rw) is the amplitude of the k th harmonic of the

perturbation at the wall created by all sources:

Bk=Bi
k"+B';'. (12)

For more details see, for example, [13].

It follows from (9), (10) that on the outer side of the wall
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<13>

where Be
k
xl = b°k' is the part of Bk due to the field produced by all sources outside the wall.

If there is only one resistive wall, this external field is the field produced by the feedback system.

With (13), Eqs. (11) lead to

(y-r;K=2KSf. (14)

Here the value

- ( v + 1) (15)

r-0K

must be calculated on the inner side of the wall.

The system of equations (14), describing the perturbed magnetic field at the position of the

resistive wall, can be a starting point for the stability analysis if the parameters Fk are

determined for all harmonics and the feedback-produced field is given.

4. The measured signals

For analysis of the RWM feedback stabilisation, Eqs. (14) must be supplemented by the

feedback algorithm. The latter must describe the feedback-produced magnetic field as a function

of some input signal. RWM instability reveals itself in a magnetic perturbation outside the

plasma, and the input signal can be combined of the magnetic signals measured outside the

plasma.

For certainty, assume that the measurements are performed by the local probes located on

the mid-plane, 0 = 0. The radial probes in this plane can measure the total radial field

. (16)

We use Eq. (7) with real bk and suppress the factor exp(Tf) here.

Using expressions (7)-(10) for br, from divB = 0 we obtain for the poloidal component

of the perturbation

The poloidal probes in the mid-plane ( 0 = 0 ) can measure
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T ? ( Z ^ ) • (18)

In DIII-D the probes are located at the wall [5,8,9], r = rw. The same wall position was

assumed in [4,6,7], see. Figure 1. Following this, in addition to 6 = 0 we put r = rw in (16) and

(18). In this case, when two harmonics only, (m,n) and (-m,n), are present, the measurements

allow to find

Ir=Bm+B_m, (19)

h = K - B ? - fc - B'Z )= Bm - B_m - 2{B':' - B'Z). (20)

The first value can be measured by the radial probes, and the second can be found using

poloidal probes measuring - be (r,0). Minus is introduced here in order to make signs of Ir and

Ie the same. These values can be used as the input signals for the feedback control.

The radial field is continuous, and /,. is the same on both sides of the thin wall. But be

may be different on the different sides of the wall with a jump produced by the current induced

in the wall:

Ju0K = nx(B"" ' -B w ) . (21)

Accordingly, the values Ig and I'e"" measured by the poloidal probes inside and outside the

vessel, respectively, are different when K * 0:

i;»>=Bm-B_m-2(Bi-B{m), (22)

/;=C-2(ic-*:„)• (23)

Here B "m are the amplitudes of ± m harmonics of radial field produced by the currents induced

in the wall. These values can be easily expressed through the harmonics of the total field using

Eqs.(9)-(H):

Without feedback (Bf
m =B[m=Q) f = Tm, B_m = 0, and

— = 1 — = m ^

h lr \i '

The latter expression shows that Fm can be determined experimentally by measuring the

perturbation amplitudes. Another way is the direct measurement of the growth rate.
Since I'g is the largest of three measured signals, internal poloidal probes are the best
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choice from the viewpoint of sensitivity of the feedback system [10]. Larger input signal also

results in smaller gains of the controller. Theoretical analysis [10] did not reveal any other

advantage of using the signal from the internal poloidal probe: it was shown that the RWM

stabilisation is equally possible with radial or external poloidal probes. But this conclusion

obviously conflicts with the mentioned numerical [6-9] and experimental [8,9] results showing

not only natural quantitative, but an essential difference between systems with radial and

internal poloidal probes. The contradiction can be attributed to the fact that the analysis [10] was

performed for the ideal feedback, while the conventional feedback used in experiments and in

computations has other properties. We compare the efficiency of the RWM suppression by ideal

or conventional feedback using lr and Ig as input signals.

5. One resistive wall, ideal feedback

This case is described in detail in [10,13]. Here we briefly summarise the main results

necessary for our analysis.

If only one resistive wall is present, the external field in Eq. (14) is the field produced by

the feedback system, Be" = B[ . For a single unstable mode k-m Eq. (14) gives

y = rm+2iiBfJBm, (26)

where fi - m , Tm > 0 is the no-feedback growth rate, and Bm is the amplitude of the mode.

RWM is suppressed when f < 0. Assuming a simple proportional control

Bi=-Kxl, (27)

we can compare the feedback stabilisation with input signals / from the radial probes in the

mid-plane (I r), and from poloidal probes measuring - be (r,0) inside and outside the vessel (I'e"

and O [10].

An ideal feedback system would create only necessary (m,ri) harmonic. In this case

L=Bm, re
n={\ + TJii)Bm, Ku'=rs"-YBJH. (28)

The values /;" and 7™' are expressed through Bm using Eqs. (8)-(ll) and divB = 0 [10].

It follows from (26) that any choice from (28) would allow RWM suppression with

algorithm (27). For Ir taken as input signal the stability criterion is

K > Ko = Tm /(2A*) • (29)
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Since 1% differs from Ir by a constant multiplier only, smaller gain K is needed when

internal poloidal sensors are used:

V . (30)

In other respects the feedback systems with radial or internal poloidal sensors are equivalent.

This is true for the ideal case. But relations (28) may not be valid for a real feedback.

6. One resistive wall, conventional feedback, radial sensors

In the ideal case, the feedback system must produce only the same helical harmonic as the

plasma-generated perturbation. This would require stellarator-like helical windings. In practice,

the correction coils consisting of frame-like rectangular segments [3-9,14-19] are always

considered for tokamaks, see Figure 1. Such coils, called here conventional, allow the desired

RWM suppression in theory and in DIII-D experiments, but they are not optimal: RWM has a

helical structure while the rectangular active coils are aligned toroidally. Non-optimal active

coils generate side-band harmonics, different from the intrinsically unstable principal harmonic.

This harmonics can contribute to the measured input signals / , affecting the dispersion relation

(26) through (27) or another feedback algorithm.

A real feedback system in addition to necessary (m,n) harmonic generates a number of

side-band harmonics. Conventional feedback has a property (5) meaning that the spectrum of

bj is symmetric, b( = b{k. Therefore, even if a system is somehow optimised for stabilising

{m,n) mode, at least (—m,n) side-band harmonic in b!
r must be taken into account. With two

harmonics of the field from active coils, Eq. (26) must be considered together with

f = r_m+2nBi/B_m. (31)

Instability of a single mode means that without feedback Tm > 0, but T_m < 0.

Actually, Eq. (26) alone could be used for analysis of the feedback suppression of RWM if

B'L I Bm would be given as a function of f. That might be possible if Bm could be measured,

which is the case of single-mode instability and an ideal feedback producing the same (m,n)

harmonic. In a general case, a prescribed feedback algorithm can give BJ
m as a function of some

measured signal, input for the feedback. So, Eq. (31) is needed because the side-band (-m,n)

harmonic affects the measurements closing the feedback chain.
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If the feedback field is described by two harmonics, (m,n) and (-m,n), and Bj_m = Bj
m,

T — D _i_ D _ 1 D i ~ ' tr /"JO"*

7 V-m

where

7 t r=o.5(rm+rj. (33)

With (32) and (27), Eq. (26) turns into quadratic equation for f:

f +2t{2vK-?r,)+rmr_m-4iiKfcr = 0. (34)

For RWM stability, both roots of (34) must be negative. This requires two conditions,

7cr < 0 (35)

and

K>K0(\-0.5rjytr). (36)

The necessary gain K becomes infinitely large when ycr —»0 because the measured input

signal Ir vanishes at y = ycr. When ycr becomes positive, the unstable (m,n) mode cannot be

stabilised by the conventional feedback described by (27) with / = Ir.

7. One resistive wall, conventional feedback, internal poloidal sensors

If the feedback field is described by two harmonics with B{m = Bf
m,

(37)

With this input signal and proportional control (27), Eq. (26) turns into

(7~ rm)(7~ r-m) = -2K(y + ju)(rm -T_m). (38)

The growth rate y becomes negative when K > maxJA", ,K2}, where

K v
v _ 0 y _ I cr CXQ\

^'"rETF:' K2-T^¥-' (39)
m ~m

KQ is given by (29) and fcr by (33).

This scheme is much better than the feedback with radial sensors since it allows

suppression of RWM without restrictions on plasma parameters, and smaller gain is required.
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8. Summary

The analysis gives a natural explanation of the observation that, for the RWM feedback

control, 'sensors measuring the poloidal field perturbations are superior to radial sensors' [7].

The poloidal component of the perturbation inside the vessel is always larger than the

radial one, see (25). Therefore, internal poloidal sensors are better for the RWM feedback

control since a measured (input) signal must be above some detection level. From this viewpoint,

the best input signal would be a combination Ig + Ir.

An ideal feedback system could be effective in suppressing RWM with either Ir or I'£,

just different gains K would be needed. But realistic feedback system generates side-band

harmonics that influence the measurements. As a result, the conventional feedback system with

radial sensors cannot suppress RWM when ya > 0. This value, defined by (33), is determined

by plasma parameters and can vary during the discharge evolution. It can lead to increase in the

necessary gain (36) above the permissible level. That may be a reason of the loss of the control

observed in DIH-D experiments with radial sensors [5]. The weak point of such a feedback is

aggravated when a second resistive wall is present [13]. The second wall, located between the

first wall and active coils like that in ITER [21], increases the total resistive decay time

decreasing thereby the RWM growth rate. Also, the second wall acts as a screen affecting

penetration of the field from the active coils to the first wall. This can weaken the stabilizing

influence of the feedback system even in the ideal case.

However, with internal poloidal probes the conventional feedback allows suppression of

RWM without fail and at rather modest gains, see (39). The difference between two cases,

related to properties (5) and (6), may be a reason of the dramatic improvements in active control

in DIII-D experiments in 2001 [8].
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RESISTIVE WALL

ACTIVE COIL SENSOR COIL

Figure 1, from [4]. Geometry of a tokamak with a conventional feedback system for

nonaxisymmetric modes.

-1

Figure 2, from [6]. The normal component of the perturbed magnetic field in two toroidal

planes as a function of the normalised poloidal angle, calculated for JET equilibrium.

The dotted line represents the original field without feedback; solid line, total field

with feedback; dashed line, field due to the feedback coil; dashed-dotted line, plasma

response field

Figure 3, from [16]. The feedback coil current (left) and the induced current on the resistive

shell (right) in DIII-D tokamak.
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